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This clarification is intended to all interested tenderers, consolidating the queries 

Of all bidders for information of all.  

 

We would like to have certain changes / modification some clauses of General Terms & 

Conditions? 

 

 The General Terms & Conditions (GTCC) of the contract is binding documents and are non- 

negotiable, and it will be integral part of Contract. Except modifications in place of jurisdiction, 

no other changes are possible. Participation in tender will construed as the acceptance of our 

GTCC. 

 

Is it mandatory that the team leader, expert 1 and 2 should have qualified / obtained a 

degree/diplom in Electricity Markets only?                                                                                                                                           

Since the specified field of expertise is offered only at Illinois Institute of Technology, 

is there any other qualification which will be considered as equivalent? 

 

Team Leader: & Expert 1: Master’s in Energy or related fields will be considered as equivalent. 

Expert 2: Bachelor’s degree in Energy or related fields will be considered as equivalent. 

 

 

In the financial proposal template, there is a section on reimbursable cost, whereas in 
the mentioned clause it is stated that travel and related expenses will not be 
reimbursed. Kindly clarify.  
 

The column “reimbursable cost” shall be marked with “0” value by the bidders. 

 

Company should briefly respond upon the ecological and sustainable parameters (in 

company letterhead) as mentioned in technical qualification. Please elaborate on the 

exact requirements to be furnished.  

 

General bidding conditions is a standard document hence not all the clauses shall be 

applicable for all the cases. If your company has done something on sustainable parameters, 

then you can submit a declaration about the same. please note that it is not mandatory. 

 

 

Please confirm if the General Terms and Conditions provided as part of the tender 

documents needs to be signed and stamped.  

 

No. It is only required that the bidding firms read and understand the GTCC before making the 

offer. 
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Kindly confirm the number of interviews expected to be conducted for each of the 

commercial and industrial consumers.  

 

Interviews should be conducted with at least the 100 largest electricity consumers in India.  

 

 

We understand that the load curve data available in the public domain needs to be 

analyzed. Kindly confirm if our understanding is correct. 

 

Yes. The load curve available in the public domain needs to be analyzed.  

 
 
We understand that based on interviews with select electricity consumers, data needs 

to be projected to reflect the possible demand reduction that can be obtained by 100 

largest electricity consumers. Kindly confirm if our understanding is correct. 

 
Based on the interviews with 100 largest electricity consumers in India the following data 

should be obtained: 1) Are the consumers able to provide around 20 GW of demand reduction 

for minimum 30 min. during peak hour demand by demand shift only? 2) Is all Indian industry 

able to lower electricity consumption by approx. 30 GW during peak hour demand? (Especially 

Aluminium and Steel are able to deliver frequency control and demand reduction of 15 GW in 

today’s condition.) 

 
 
We understand that the duck curve will be obtained through publicly available reports 
from CEA and similar organizations. Kindly confirm if our understanding is correct. 
 
Yes, Indian duck curve can be explained through publicly available reports from CEA and 
similar organizations 
 
Give the pandemic and the current wave, we request GIZ to extend the bid submission 
date by at least 2 weeks. 
 
Bid submission date will not be extended. 
 
 
 
The document asks the bidder to submit a report and the structure is given (in the form 
of 16 chapters) but on page 30 there are certain tasks which are specified - can you 
clarify if both have to be delivered and whether these tasks constitutes some of the 
chapters of the desired report? 
 
The tasks listed on page 30 are a summary of the 16 chapters provided by the project. Both 
need to be delivered. 
 
 
 
 
In addition to the above point, you have defined certain milestones - are these specific 

outputs you are looking in addition to the afore mentioned deliverables? 
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The defined milestones also reflect the structure of the 16 chapters of the report. They are 

meant to provide an update and overview on the report progress. 

 

 

The Milestone table talks about the Final report to be submitted by "12 weeks after the 

start of the contract" however the Period of Assignment states "From 01.06.2021 until 

30.11.2021" which is a 6 months period. Can you please clarify this? Is this an elapsed 

timeframe which you are talking about? Is this a 12 weeks project or 6 months (24 week) 

project? Given the tasks and the pandemic, we feel that a minimum of 6 months should 

be earmarked for this study. 

 

Due to the pandemic the project has given a period of assignment for 6 months. However, the 

report itself is intended as a 12 weeks project with the additional time calculated as 

backstopping for the contractor. 

 

 

For the Primary Research - will GIZ provide a list of entities to be contacted? Will they 

facilitate any discussions, or the bidders have to do this depending upon their existing 

relationships? Under each type - is there a minimum number of interviews or data points 

which need to be collected? How do we control the scope given that the data points 

have to be statistically significant to come to any conclusion? 

 

GIZ will not provide a list of entities which should be contacted nor facilitate discussions. The 

contractor is required to conduct interviews with at least the 100 largest consumers in India      

(kindly see ToR page 7) 

 

 

Given the pandemic and the remote working these days, how much of the primary 

research involves field visits? Can the interviews be done remotely? Is there a specific 

guideline which GIZ is going to lay down for this? 

 

No field visits are necessary as all the interviews can be conducted online. GIZ is avoiding in 

person meetings during the time of the pandemic. 

 

 

Will GIZ provide any syndicated report or study besides the references marked in the 

TOR? Is it also possible for GIZ be able to share a sample report for reference from its 

earlier studies? 

 

GIZ can provide publicly available reports, e.g. CEA and other organizations. If available by 

GIZ, a sample report of earlier studies can be shared for reference. 
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Team size mentioned is 1TL and 2 experts - we feel that given the duration of the project, 

this is a bit understaffed - will you be open to mention to all bidders that the team size 

should be at least 1TL and 4 experts? 

 

If the contractor feels that more experts are needed for the scope of the project, the contractor 

is encouraged to up the numbers according to its own estimation, as long as the contractor 

remains financially competitive. 

 

 

While we believe that the TL should definitely have a Power background, we think the 

experts should have more of a strategy consulting and research/analysis background - 

the domain expertise can be easily handled by the TL alone. Can the experts therefore 

not mandatorily have Power experience but instead relevant project experience like 

undertaking such studies for different sector? 

 

A degree in Energy or related fields is mandatory for the experts. Additional knowledge in 

research/analysis/strategy consulting is appreciated. 

 

The study will require at least 1 international expert who have worked on this subject in 

European countries where this concept has already been implemented - we would 

definitely want to staff this project with that expert - but for him/her to have an 

experience in the Indian Power Market is a very distant possibility - if you do not remove 

this clause, we believe we will miss some very important inputs to this study 

 

 

A degree in Energy or related fields is mandatory for the experts. No international experts have 

been foreseen by the project. If the contractor foresees to hire at least 1 international expert, 

the contractor is encouraged to calculate so, as long as the contractor remains financially 

competitive. 

 

You have asked for bidders to quote for 120 person days. You have also talked about a 

3-person team. 3 persons deployed for 12 weeks with one week having 5 working days 

would mean 180 person days. The two don’t match. Can you please clarify if you are 

seeking full time deployment of these 3 resources or partial deployment which will then 

enable this calculation? We request you to make this as a definitive requirement from 

all bidders on the exact number of person days from each project personnel so that 

everyone quotes for the same amount of person days. 

 

120 person days are to be individually divided among the TL and the experts by the contractor. 

The project does not expect all 3 persons deployed to work fulltime for 12 weeks. 

 

 

. 
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We understand that the load curve data available in the public domain needs to be 

analyzed. Kindly confirm if our understanding is correct. 

 

Yes. The load curve available in the public domain needs to be analyzed. 

 

 

We understand that based on interviews with select electricity consumers, data needs 

to be projected to reflect the possible demand reduction that can be obtained by 100 

largest electricity consumers. Kindly confirm if our understanding is correct. 

 

Based on the interviews with 100 largest electricity consumers in India the following data 

should be obtained: 1) Are the consumers able to provide around 20 GW of demand reduction 

for minimum 30 min. during peak hour demand by demand shift only? 2) Is all Indian industry 

able to lower electricity consumption by approx. 30 GW during peak hour demand? (Especially 

Aluminium and Steel are able to deliver frequency control and demand reduction of 15 GW in 

today’s condition.) 

 

Show and explain Indian Duck Curve with peak load requirements for today, 2022 with 

175 GW RE, and 2030. We understand that the duck curve will be obtained through 

publicly available reports from CEA and similar organizations. Kindly confirm if our 

understanding is correct. 

 

Yes, Indian duck curve can be explained through publicly available reports from CEA and 

similar organizations 


